Press release

DHL Express expands European capacities with new gateway at
Munich International Airport
•

With an investment volume of 70 million euros, DHL Express drives further growth
in European logistics

•

Start of operation at new gateway presumably starts before the end of 2022

Bonn/Munich, 23 June 2020 - DHL Express Germany and the Airport Munich GmbH (FMG) have
concluded a contract to build a new freight building at Munich Airport, the only Skytrax Institute
certified “5-Star-Airport” in Europe. The construction site at the current parking spots P80 and
P80 West will compromise a gross floor area of more than 8,000 square meters. For the first time,
the contracts were signed digitally, taking the current restrictions into account. DHL Express plans,
constructs and operates the new building on land leased from FMG. Currently, the company has
access to the freight center as a tenant of warehouse space. At the start of the operation they
owned a six times larger location, in 2022 DHL Express sets a mark for further growth in Europe.
Markus Reckling, Managing Director DHL Express Germany, adds: “After we had modernised and
expanded our service center in Unterschleißheim for 13 million euros last year, the new gateway is
our next step in realising our infrastructure plan. This is a clear commitment to our presence in the
Munich region. Even in economically difficult times we invest thoroughly in our customer service
as one of our main priorities.”
The new building will include a direct airside access and two so-called PUD fingers for pick-up and
delivery where up to 65 delivery vehicles can be dispatched simultaneously. This leads to a time
advantage, particularly for clients in the south of Germany. Furthermore, the new station will meet
all safety requirements of TAPA, the Transported Asset Protection Association, and will be certified
TAPA Class A for the highest security level in air transportation.
Airport chief Jost Lammers appreciates DHL Express‘ decision to continuously support growth at
Munich Airport: “This is an important signal in such difficult times for the air freight industry and a
symbol of trust for the location in Munich. The strong engagement of DHL Express will sharpen
our profile as a logistics location and set significant impulses for air transports.”
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DHL – The logistics company for the world
DHL is the leading global brand in the logistics industry. Our DHL divisions offer an unrivalled
portfolio of logistics services ranging from national and international parcel delivery, e-commerce
shipping and fulfillment solutions, international express, road, air and ocean transport to industrial
supply chain management. With about 380,000 employees in more than 220 countries and
territories worldwide, DHL connects people and businesses securely and reliably, enabling global
sustainable trade flows. With specialised solutions for growth markets and industries including
technology, life sciences and healthcare, engineering, manufacturing & energy, auto-mobility and
retail, DHL is decisively positioned as “The logistics company for the world”.
DHL is part of Deutsche Post DHL Group. The Group generated revenues of more than 63 billion
euros in 2019. With sustainable business practices and a commitment to society and the
environment, the Group makes a positive contribution to the world. Deutsche Post DHL Group
aims to achieve zero-emissions logistics by 2050.
The Airport Munich GmbH (FMG), founded in 1949, operates the Airport Munich that was
opened on 17 May 1992 at its current location. Shareholders of FMG are the State of Bavaria with
51 percent, the Federal Republic of Germany with 26 percent and the State Capital Munich with
23 percent. Across the group, FMG and its 22 subsidiaries and affiliates employ around 10,000
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people. With a total of more than 38,000 employees at around 520 companies, Munich Airport is
one of Bavaria's largest workplaces. Within just a few years of opening, Munich Airport has
developed into a major aviation hub and firmly established itself among the ten busiest airports in
Europe. Today, Munich Airport offers flight connections to over 250 destinations around the
world. In 2019, around 417,000 flights with 47.9 million passengers were recorded at Bavaria's
gateway to the world. As the first and so far, only airport in Europe, Bavaria's Gateway to the
World was awarded the "5-Star-Airport" seal of quality by the renowned London Skytrax Institute.
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